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RESUMEN
Presentamos im agenes J y H de Haro 2, las cuales conrman que el  ndice
J-H es t pico de una galaxia S0 ligeramente azul. La ausencia de asimetr as en
el NIR de la zona central es similar a lo observado en galaxias tempranas a pesar
de ser una galaxia rica en gas (tanto Hi como CO) y de tener una elevada tasa
de formaci on estelar. Con el n de entender mejor esta peculiar galaxia, obtuvi-
mos espectros  opticos de mediana resoluci on, los cuales sugieren formaci on estelar
continua durante m as de 108 a~ nos. Esta edad para el brote es consistente con la
abundancia de ox geno y con el cociente nitr ogeno a ox geno. Reanalizamos datos
Hi del VLA, que comparados con el NIR y con mapas de CO(1{0) conrman un
evento de importante acreci on de gas, probablemente mediante una interacci on con
una galaxia rica en gas. Nuestras observaciones indican que Haro 2 es una enana
el ptica que sufri o una interacci on indirecta hace m as de 108 a~ nos, lo que produjo la
acreci on de una gran cantidad de gas y el subsecuente brote de formaci on estelar.
ABSTRACT
We carried out near infrared (NIR) imaging of the BCD Haro 2 in J and H
bands which conrms that the J-H color is typical of a slightly blue S0 galaxy.
The absence of asymmetries in the central NIR light distribution is similar to what
is seen in unperturbed early-type galaxies, in spite of being a gas rich galaxy (in
both Hi and CO), with a high SFR. To better understand this peculiar object we
obtained medium-resolution optical spectroscopy, which suggests continuous star
formation over the past few108 yr. This age for the burst is consistent with the
observed oxygen abundance and with the nitrogen to oxygen ratio. We reanalyze
VLA Hi data which, compared with the NIR images and CO(1{0) maps, conrm
a major gas accretion event, most likely the result of an interaction with a gas rich
companion. Our observations indicate that Haro 2 is likely a dwarf elliptical which
suered a y-by interaction a few times 108 years ago; this resulted in the accretion
of a substantial amount of gas and the subsequent triggering of star formation.
Key Words: GALAXIES: DWARF | GALAXIES: INDIVIDUAL
(HARO 2) | GALAXIES: KINEMATICS AND DYNAM-
ICS | TECHNIQUES: SPECTROSCOPIC
1. INTRODUCTION
Blue Compact Dwarf Galaxies (BCD) are low-
luminosity, low-mass, gas-rich systems, which are ex-
periencing an active phase of star formation. Many
of them share morphological and spectral properties
with giant H II regions, and in the standard diag-
1Departamento de Astronom a, Universidad de Guanaju-
ato, Guanjuato, M exico.
2Centre for Astrophysics Research, University of Hertford-
shire, United Kingdom.
nostic diagrams used to classify emission-line galax-
ies, they form the high-excitation, low-metallicity
branch of the starburst family. During the past two
decades BCDs have been heralded as being key ob-
jects for understanding several fundamental prob-
lems in galaxy formation and evolution. However,
despite many studies, several important questions
remain open such as: what provides the triggering
mechanisms underlying the bursts of star formation,
or what lies at the origin of the dierent types of
BCDs that can be distinguished observationally.
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262 BRAVO-ALFARO, COZIOL, & BRINKS
With the aim to contribute to answer these ques-
tions and, in general, to better understand the na-
ture of dierent types of BCD, we decided to revisit
the galaxy Haro 2 (Mkn 33, UGC 5720), providing
supplementary optical and NIR observations to the
wealth of observational data which has recently been
accumulated on this object, with the hope of eluci-
dating the nature of this enigmatic object.
Several groups have observed Haro 2 in recent
years, but almost always as part of a larger sample of
BCDs or actively star forming galaxies. Among the
recent papers in which Haro 2 is mentioned is that
by Chandar, Leitherer, & Tremonti (2004), present-
ing HST STIS UV spectroscopy of local starburst
galaxies with an emphasis on their Wolf-Rayet (WR)
content; also, in a series of papers by Cair os et al.
(2001;2003) and Ca on et al. (2005), optical (BV RI)
and NIR (JHK0) surface photometry of a sample of
BCDs is used to study the low surface brightness stel-
lar component; Coziol, Doyon, & Demers (2001) pre-
sented NIR spectroscopy of starburst galaxies; and
Kong and his collaborators, in a series of papers, deal
with a spectroscopic study at optical wavelengths
of BCDs (Kong et al. 2002; Kong 2004; Shi et al.
2005). Petrosian et al. (2002) obtained an atlas of
H, [O III], [S II] emission-line intensity distributions
and H velocity elds of 18 BCDs, including Haro 2.
Finally, Haro 2 has been the sole object of study in
papers dealing with its X-ray properties (Summers,
Stevens, & Strickland 2001) and its radio continuum
characteristics (Beck, Turner, & Kovo 2000); this
galaxy has a heavy element abundance, relative to
other BCD's, of about 0.6 Z (using the latest de-
termination of Z by Asplund, Grevesse, & Sauval
2005) which is fairly high for a BCD. Consequently,
attempts to detect CO emission were successful and
it is one of few BCDs which has CO(1{0), CO(2{
1), and CO(3{2) detections (Fritz 2000; Meier et al.
2001; Israel 2005).
In a previous article (Bravo-Alfaro et al. 2004;
hereafter Paper I), we presented an analysis of the
kinematics of Haro 2, based on Very Large Array
(VLA) Hi imaging, and Owens Valley Radio Ob-
servatory (OVRO) millimeter array mapping of the
CO(1{0) distribution. Table 1 summarizes the op-
tical properties of Haro 2 as well as the results of
our OVRO and VLA observations (for further de-
tails see Paper I). One of the most signicant results
of our analysis of the kinematics of Haro 2 (Paper I)
was the discovery that the kinematical major axis of
both the atomic and molecular hydrogen lies almost
perpendicular to the photometric major axis. This
observation was interpreted as evidence for accretion
TABLE 1
OBSERVATIONAL PARAMETERS OF HARO 2
(J2000) 10
h 32
m 31
s.9
(J2000) 54
 24
0 03
00
Morph. Type H II Im pec
MB  18.1
D 19.5Mpc (H0 = 75kms
 1 Mpc
 1)
vHel(HI) 1443 km s
 1
v50 111 km s
 1
MH I 2.310
8 M
MH2 0.710
8 M
of gas, possibly due to a merger or as a result of an
interaction with a gas rich companion. Assuming
that the gas is of external origin also ts in with the
claim, based on its light prole as rst put forward
by Loose & Thuan (1986), that Haro 2 is a dwarf
elliptical galaxy. Haro 2 has frequently been consid-
ered to be a typical BCD. However, the main results
of Paper I seem to argue against Haro 2 being a reg-
ular dIrr or LSB galaxy undergoing a starburst.
The nding, by many authors and for large sam-
ples of BCDs, that their optical surface brightness
proles can as often be t by exponential as well as
non-exponential ones (e.g., Ca on et al. 2005 and ref-
erences therein), conrm that we are dealing with a
rather heterogeneous class of galaxies. In the last
few years special eorts were devoted to classify dif-
ferent types of BCDs. For example, Cair os et al.
(2001) distinguished four types of BCDs based on
the morphology of the star forming regions. From
a kinematical point of view, Petrosian et al. (2002),
using H kinematical properties of 18 BCDs, sepa-
rated galaxies with ordered rotational patterns from
those lacking them. They conrmed that ionized hy-
drogen shares the peculiar kinematics seen in Haro 2
in Hi and CO(1{0), and found a similar behavior
in three other BCDs in their sample. This seems to
conrm that decoupling between gas and stellar kine-
matics is relatively common, dening a class of BCDs
by itself. Along the same line, Noeske et al. (2000)
studied two \cometary" BCDs and Thomas et al.
(2006) discovered a counter-rotating core in a dwarf
elliptical (VCC 510), and concluded that a previous
merger or gas accretion accompanied by star forma-
tion provided the most adequate description of this
system. This all goes to show how important it is
to study both the extended low surface brightness
component and the central region of BCDs, in order
to fully understand their evolutionary state.©
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MULTIFREQUENCY STUDY OF BCD HARO 2 263
In this article we continue our study of Haro 2
by presenting new images of the central region of
this object in the NIR J and H bands, as well as
medium-resolution optical spectroscopy. In addition,
we reanalyze our Hi data in order to reach a slightly
higher resolution than in Paper I, so as to carry out
a more detailed comparison between the gas and the
old stellar components. We attempt to paint a co-
herent global picture of this galaxy and to investigate
the triggering mechanism which lies behind the cur-
rent burst of star formation. We organize this paper
as follows: in x 2 we describe our NIR imaging and
the optical spectroscopy. Our results are presented
in x 3. In x 4 we discuss the possible origin of the Hi
component of Haro 2, and build a coherent picture
of its star formation history, combining the results
across the electromagnetic spectrum. Our conclu-
sions are summarized in x 5.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. NIR Imaging
The NIR observations were carried out on the 7th
of April, 2002 at the 2.12 m telescope of San Pedro
M artir in Baja California, M exico. The images were
obtained with the NIR Camera CAMILA, which con-
sists of a NICMOS3 detector of 256256 pixels, and
which is sensitive from 1 to 2.5 m. The optical sys-
tem consists of a mirror and a focal reducer designed
for the f/4.5 secondary, yielding a 3:6  3:6 arcmin2
eld of view (and corresponding to a plate scale of
0.8500 per pixel.) Conditions were photometric and
the seeing was evaluated at the telescope to be 1.1
and 0.9 arcsec in J and H, respectively.
Images in J (1.275 m) and H (1.672 m) were
taken with total exposure times of 2800 and 1680
seconds, respectively. The observing procedure was
the following. To avoid saturation of the detector,
5 exposures (co-adds) of 20 seconds integration time
each were added together to form one image of 100
seconds in J. Similarly in H, 8 exposures (co-adds)
of 5 seconds integration time each were added to-
gether to form one image of 40 seconds. The total
integration time was obtained by adding 28 images
(of 100 seconds) in J and 42 (of 40 seconds) in H,
respectively.
For the ux calibration, we observed 4 standard
stars from the on-line UKIRT Faint Infrared Stan-
dard Stars catalogue (http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de
/IRCAM/FAINTSTD/faintstd 1950.html): FS14,
FS18, FS21, and FS24, the latter being dropped
from the calibration as it turns out to be a  Scuti
variable (see Hawarden et al. 2001). The reduction
and ux calibration were done using standard rou-
tines in IRAF3. Due to the high background levels
in the NIR a somewhat more involved procedure is
needed than the one usually applied in the optical.
In order to determine the sky contribution, the tele-
scope was stepped (automatically) between each im-
age through a sequence mapping out a regular pat-
tern, thus causing the target to fall on dierent areas
of the detector. Because of the relatively large size
of the CCD, compared to the dimension of the ob-
served galaxy, this mosaic technique allows determi-
nation of the sky background while continuously in-
tegrating on the object. To remove short-term time
variability in the sky conditions we calculated a me-
dian sky image for each sequence, using only the im-
ages within one sequence. These median images were
subtracted from each individual image within their
corresponding sequence. The corrected images were
trimmed and the object was moved to the same ref-
erence pixel. A combined (median) image was nally
obtained.
The instrument magnitudes for the standard
stars were obtained using the phot package. Cal-
ibration equations were calculated by tting linear
regressions to the observations (neglecting the color
term), using the average atmospheric extinction co-
ecients for San Pedro M artir, as previously deter-
mined by Tapia, Neri, & Roth (1986). The estimated
error in the calibration is  0.1 in both J and H.
To validate our calibration, we compare the
asymptotic magnitudes, obtained by tting standard
growth curves and using circular apertures with a
maximum radius of  1400, with those of 2MASS
as listed in NED (the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic
Database) for a similar aperture. We nd our mag-
nitudes, J = 11:90.1 and H = 11:270.1, to be in
agreement within 2 with those of 2MASS, J(14 arc-
sec aperture) = 12.1260.017 and H(14 arcsec aper-
ture) = 11.5040.019. Our J   H = 0.63 color as
well as the colors derived on the basis of 2MASS,
J   H = 0.64 and H   K = 0.26, are compatible
with Haro 2 being a typical BCD, or a slightly blue
S0 galaxy (according to Figure 1 in Thuan 1983).
2.2. Optical Spectra
Two long-slit spectra were obtained on the 9th of
May, 2002 at the 2.12 m telescope located on San Pe-
dro M artir. The Boller & Chivens spectrograph used
in conjunction with a SITEe1024  1024 CCD gave
3IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility) is dis-
tributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Re-
search in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.©
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264 BRAVO-ALFARO, COZIOL, & BRINKS
Fig. 1. NIR images of Haro 2 in both contours and grey
scales, for the J (top), and H (bottom) bands.
a plate scale of 1.0500 per pixel. During the observa-
tions, the slit was opened to 240 m, corresponding
to 3.100 on the sky. The eective seeing as estimated
at the telescope was 2.300. We used a 300 l/mm grat-
ing, blazed at 5000  A. With the adopted slit width
this yields an average resolution of 8  A over a 4096  A
range. Due to the low sensitivity of the CCD in the
blue, after reduction and ux calibration this range
reduces to eectively 3500  A.
The observations were performed under low air-
mass conditions so as to minimize dierential dirac-
tion. The eective airmass was 1.09. We took three
spectra of 900 s exposure time each with the slit
aligned in the E{W direction, and three further spec-
tra with the slit aligned along the major axis of the
galaxy (135). The E{W spectra, which are less sus-
ceptible to guiding errors, were used to verify if two
Fig. 2. Surface brightness proles in J and H. The H
isophotes were shifted by  1 mag for clarity.
of the bright objects near Haro 2 and aligned along
that axis were of stellar origin. However, we did not
reach a high enough S/N to arrive at any conclusion
on this issue. A He{Ar lamp was used for wavelength
calibration and three standard stars were observed
to ux-calibrate the spectra. A few cirrus clouds ob-
served at the end of the night suggest that conditions
were not photometric.
Standard procedures for the reduction of long-
slit spectra were followed using iraf. For each of
the two position angles, emission features were mea-
sured separately in the three spectra using the Gaus-
sian tting tool in splot. A mean variation of 13%
was observed for the uxes. Part of this variation
reects changes in sky condition during the observa-
tion, including eects due to dierential refraction.
A mean variation of only 4% was observed for the
equivalent width in dierent spectra. For each of
the two position angles, an average spectrum was ob-
tained by combining the three 1-dimensional spectra
of 900 s each. The nal uxes are those measured in
the combined spectra. The adopted estimated errors
are 13% and 4% for the uxes and equivalent widths,
respectively.
3. RESULTS
3.1. NIR Imaging Analysis
The main goal of our NIR imaging analysis is
to check for possible counterparts of the kinemati-
cal peculiarities observed in Hi and CO, and check
if a recent, strong interaction or merger could lie
at their origin. According to simulations of inter-
acting/merging galaxies (Iono, Yun, & Mihos 2004;
Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Hernquist & Mihos 1995),
such events should lead to a substantial perturbation
of the stellar morphology dominated by an m = 2 or©
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Fig. 3. Variation of the ellipse tting parameters as a function of radius: ellipticity (a and e); Position Angle (b and f);
rst harmonic a4 (c and g); and second harmonic b4 (d and h).
bar-like structure. Our images in J and H are pre-
sented in Figure 1. These images are sensitive to the
most luminous (inner) part of the galaxy, reaching
surface brightnesses of  22 mag arcsec 2 in J and
 21 mag arcsec 2 in H. On rst inspection, our
images show no obvious perturbation in the inner
part of the galaxy.
We obtained surface brightness proles and in-
tegrated magnitudes in order to compare our obser-
vations with previous surveys. Proles of the in-
ner regions of Haro 2 in J and H were obtained
by tting elliptical isophotes. The tting procedure
was carried out using the package ellipse within
iraf (Busko 1996). The resulting proles for J and
H are shown in Figure 2. Over the range 100 to
1200 our proles agree with those found by Cair os
et al. (2003), except for a slight systematic shift,
our measurements being  0:15 magnitudes brighter.
This, by the way, goes in the same direction as the
comparison of our integrated magnitudes with those
given by 2MASS, suggesting that there is a slight
0.15 mag oset to our calibration. Within 100 ra-
dius our data are degraded by seeing whereas be-
yond 1200 our data fall systematically below the curve
published by Cair os et al. This can be traced to un-
certainties in the subtraction of the sky background.
For the remainder of the paper, we will restrict our
analysis to the inner 1200 in radius.
In order to quantify possible peculiarities in the
old stellar population in the central regions of Haro 2©
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Fig. 4. Asymmetry parameters A as a function of ra-
dius. The asymmetry is normalized by the peak value
which is indicated in each panel. The four dierent ver-
tical lines mark four reference radii, as dened in CBJ.
Values of the asymmetry at each radius are given in Ta-
ble 2.
we apply two independent methods. First we tted
ellipses to the isophotes of the J and H images. The
isophotal ts give information on the variation of el-
lipticity (eps), the variation of position angle of the
major axis and on the deviations of the isophotes
from a perfect ellipse (as described by the harmonics
a4 and b4; Barth, Coziol, & Demers 1995, and refer-
ences therein). In Figure 3 it can be seen that the
variations of the parameters in J and H are nearly
identical. This suggests that the two colors trace the
distribution of the same stellar population, dust not
being important at these wavelengths.
In Fig. 3(a) and (e), the isophotes are seen to
become rounder towards large radii. This variation
is accompanied by a small increase in position angle
in Fig. 3(b) and (f). The small variations observed
for the ellipticity and position angle are typical of a
homogeneous mass distribution. The low values of a4
indicate only a small deviation from a perfect ellipse,
while the low values of b4 indicate a near perfect
alignment with the semi major axis. The negative
value for a4 suggests a marginally boxy isophote. All
these parameters are typical of an evolved bulge or
a normal, unperturbed early-type galaxy (E or S0).
To double check our analysis, we have also deter-
mined the level of asymmetry of the central region
TABLE 2
VALUES OF THE ASYMMETRY AT FOUR
DIFFERENT RADII AS DEFINED IN CBJ
J H
r A180 A90 A180 A90
(arcsec)
(0:2) 5.8 0.008 0.028 0.007 0.031
1.5(0:2) 8.7 0.007 0.024 0.007 0.027
g(50) 3.6 0.006 0.033 0.006 0.036
g(80) 7.0 0.008 0.026 0.007 0.029
of the galaxy. The asymmetry A of an image is a
quantitative parameter based on comparing a source
image with its image rotated by an angle . We de-
ned A following Conselice, Bershady, & Jangren
2000 (hereafter CBJ) as A2
 =
P
(I0   I)2=2
P
I2
0,
where I0 is the intensity distribution in the original
image and I is the intensity distribution in the im-
age rotated by an angle . In Figure 4 we present
the results for the angle  = 180 and  = 90, as
determined in the two lters J and H. The values
of A are normalized by their peak value (indicated
within each gure).
The forms of the dierent plots for the two l-
ters are remarkably similar, conrming that the two
lters are mapping the same stellar population. In
Table 2 we give the values of A for four dierent
radii, as dened by CBJ. Compared to the results
obtained by these authors in the R band, we nd
a behavior similar to that of normal, unperturbed
early-type galaxies (E/S0): very low values of A,
with a maximum in the center, decreasing towards
the edge.
Our analysis in the central region of Haro 2 agrees
and complements the morphological analysis previ-
ously made by Loose & Thuan (1986) and by Cair os
et al. (2003); both observed smooth intensity drops
over the entire radius range covered by their dierent
lter images (up to 5000). Based on the morphologi-
cal analysis, we conclude that there is no evidence of
any asymmetries in the stellar population over the
studied area. As we will see in the discussion, this
sets constraints on the kind of event which could
have caused the recent accretion of gas in this galaxy.
3.2. Optical Spectrum
We obtained medium resolution spectra at two
dierent slit positions; one along the major axis
(135), and a second one along the E{W direction.
Figure 5 shows a section of the observed 2-D spec-©
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Fig. 5. Section of the 2-D spectrum for the slit positioned at 135
. The plate scale per pixel corresponds to 1.05
00
(rows) and 4 A (columns), respectively. The emission lines that are visible near column 190 are the two sulfur lines
[S II]6716,6731; H is seen near column 230, bracketed by the two nitrogen lines, [N II]6548,6584.
trum for the slit at an orientation of 135. The
emission lines seen there are: the two sulfur lines
[S II]6731,6717  A, H at 6563  A, and the two
lines of [N II]6548,6584  A. The emission related
to the ionized region is more intense in the center
of the galaxy. The region of highest intensity covers
1300. A similar distribution is observed for the E{
W slit orientation, in which case the ionized region
covers 1000. Adopting a distance of 19:5 Mpc (see Ta-
ble 1), this corresponds to linear extents of 1:2 and
1:0 kpc for the 135 and E{W orientations, respec-
tively. Note that ionized gas occupies the inner 1=3
of our NIR images. The extent of the active zone, as
seen by our spectra, coincides with the region where
we detect CO(1{0) and where the gas column den-
sity exceeds the threshold above which it becomes
gravitationally unstable (see Paper I).
The fully reduced (1{D) spectrum for the 135
slit orientation, shifted to the rest frame, is presented
in Figure 6. The aperture used to reduce the 2{D
spectra to 1{D was 15 pixels wide. The E{W spec-
trum is very similar. Both spectra show strong emis-
sion lines and a continuum which is rising towards
the blue (the drop blueward of 4000  A is an arti-
fact which has not been calibrated out entirely). In
both spectra we note a weak bump blueward of H.
This part of the spectrum is shown enlarged in Fig-
ure 7. This is the telltale He II 4686 line, typical
of WR stars, the presence of which implies a cur-
rent phase of star formation (Kunth & Joubert 1985;
Conti 1991; Guseva, Izotov, & Thuan 2000).
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Fig. 6. 1{D spectrum for the slit aligned at 135
. The
spectrum oriented E{W is very similar.
Fluxes before (Fraw) and after (F) correction by
extinction, and equivalent widths (W) for the most
important lines are reported in Table 3. The uxes
for the Balmer lines were corrected for an amount of©
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TABLE 3
LINE FLUXES AND EQUIVALENT WIDTHS OF THE
BRIGHTEST EMISSION LINES
(E{W) (135
)
Line  Fraw  10
 13 F  10
 13 W Fraw  10
 13 F  10
 13 W
 A (ergcm
 2 s
 1) (ergcm
 2 s
 1)  A (ergcm
 2 s
 1) (ergcm
 2 s
 1)  A
H 4861 1.66 2.80 43.31 2.62 4.04 39.03
[O III] 4959 1.17 1.78 29.15 1.52 2.31 23.43
[O III] 5007 3.61 5.47 91.12 4.59 6.96 69.43
[N II] 6548 0.28 3.78 10.66 0.38 5.13 9.62
H 6563 5.83 7.98 220.7 8.30 11.2 202.4
[N II] 6583 0.98 1.32 37.23 1.49 2.00 36.28
4  A of absorption (which is the appropriate value for
A type stars), using the following expression:
Fcorr
 = F obs
 (1  
Wabs

Wobs

):
The Balmer equivalent widths were corrected by:
Wcorr
 = Wobs
   Wabs
 :
All uxes were corrected for dust extinction due to
the Galaxy and for internal extinction. We assumed
Case B Balmer decrements and the reddening curve
parameterized by Miller & Mathews (1972). We nd
total values of cobs
H = 0:30 and 0:34 for the 135
and E{W slits, respectively. To nd the contribu-
tion by Galactic extinction we used E(B{V)= 0:12
(based on Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis 1998) to
nd cint
H = cobs
H   1:45E(B{V) = cobs
H   0:17. This
yields cint
H = 0:13 and 0:17 for the 135 and E{W slit
orientations. The uxes, both before and after the
extinction correction, as well as the reported equiv-
alent widths, are in general agreement with those
published by Kong et al. (2002); any dierences can
be ascribed to the slits having sampled slightly dif-
ferent parts of the star burst region.
The strong Balmer absorption features observed
in our spectra (see Fig. 7) have been previously re-
ported by Mas-Hesse & Kunth (1999), and are in-
dicative of the presence of a population of interme-
diate mass, A-type stars (Rose 1985). According to
Charlot & Bruzual (1991), the contribution of such
stars to the total stellar population of an instan-
taneous burst of star formation becomes important
 0:4 Gyr after the start of a burst. The presence of
these stars together with WR stars may suggest con-
tinuous star formation; or alternatively, these stars
could be the products of previous bursts of star for-
mation. However, as we discuss below, the presence
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Fig. 7. Enlargement of the region around the WR fea-
ture. The He II line at 4686 can be clearly seen. Balmer
absorption is also evident, signaling the presence of a sig-
nicant population of intermediate (A-type) stars.
of the A-type population is not a sucient criterion
to compute the age of the burst, in part because
these galaxies are known to harbor age-composite
stellar populations (see e.g., Raimann et al. 2000).
For an assumed distance of 19:5 Mpc, the lumi-
nosity in H is log(LH)= 40:7 erg s 1 (or 40:6 erg
s 1 in the E{W spectrum). According to Kenni-
cutt (1983) this yields a present star formation rate
of SFR(> 10 M) = 0.07 M yr 1 and a total©
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Fig. 8. Abundance of N/O as a function of O/H. The continuous line is a model of Primary + Secondary origin for the
gas (Vila-Costas & Edmunds 1993). In Haro 2, the values of N/O and O/H suggest a secondary contribution, consistent
with a burst age greater than 10
8 yr.
star formation rate of SFR(total) = 0.5 M yr 1.
From the E{W spectrum we get SFR(> 10 M)
= 0.05 M yr 1, and SFR(total) = 0.3 M yr 1.
Given the current supply in the form of atomic and
molecular hydrogen, these star formation rates could
be sustained over some 109 yr.
The oxygen abundance, O/H, and the nitrogen
to oxygen ratio, N/O, were estimated using the
methods developed by Thurston, Edmund, & Henry
(1996). Uncertainties adopted for these values are
0.2 dex for log(O/H) and 0.1 dex for log(N/O).
For the oxygen abundance we nd a value of 12 +
log(O/H)= 8:5, in good agreement with the value
of 8.4 reported by Chandar et al. (2004) and Kong
(2004), and with the metallicity reported by Mas-
Hesse & Kunth (1999). This is relatively high for a
BCD. The same is also true for N/O which we nd to
be log(N/O)=  1:2 (the two slit orientations yield
the same values). Such relatively high values make
Haro 2 a more evolved galaxy as compared to typical
BCD's. Figure 8 shows where Haro 2 is located on a
diagram of N/O as a function of O/H. The continu-
ous line indicates a model for Primary+Secondary
origin for nitrogen (Vila-Costas & Edmunds 1993).
The abundances found in Haro 2 are consistent with
a secondary origin for nitrogen.
Given that we know the metallicity and the
equivalent width in H, we can estimate the age
of the last burst using the Starburst'99 model (Lei-
therer et al. 1999). With a metallicity Z = 0:008 and
a maximum log(EWH) of 2.34  A, we nd two possi-
ble results: for an instantaneous burst, we get an age
of 5.4106 yr. On the other hand, if we assume con-
tinuous star formation with a Salpeter IMF, and an
upper mass limit of 100 M, the data yield an age of
3.4108 yr. Note that the model cannot distinguish
between constant star formation and a succession of
shorter bursts over the same period (Coziol et al.
2001).
4. DISCUSSION
Our NIR analysis suggests that Haro 2 is a typ-
ical dE or an abnormally blue S0 galaxy. The blue
color is obviously produced by the active star for-
mation observed in the spectra. In order to explore
the relation between the active star formation and
the gas history, we started out with a reanalysis of
our 21 cm Hi data, improving the spatial resolution
by almost 20%. The resulting Hi map has a beam
size of 12001300, and a slight loss of sensitivity in
the outermost regions of the galaxy (cf. Paper I).
But this does not aect our present goals as we are
mainly interested in the central region of Haro 2.©
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Fig. 9. Top: 21 cm H I contours superposed on the J-
band NIR image. Hi contours are 1.9, 6.3, 12.7, 19.0,
and 25.310
20 cm
 2. The beam size is indicated by the
circle at the upper left. Bottom: Overlay of CO(1{0)
contours on the Hi in grey scales. Contours are multi-
ples of 0.52 Jybeam
 1 kms
 1. The beam size for CO is
3.3
002.6
00. The line indicates the kinematical major axis
(cf. Paper I).
In Figure 9 (top) we show the Hi contours su-
perposed over our J-band NIR image. The Hi dis-
tribution of Haro 2 is neatly aligned with the pho-
tometric major axis, as is true for the CO emission
(Fig. 9 bottom). However, as discussed in Paper I,
the kinematical major axis lies nearly perpendicular
to the stellar disk outlined by the optical and NIR.
This particular conguration strongly suggests that
a large fraction of the gas now seen in Haro 2 was
recently accreted.
The reanalysis of our Hi data with a slightly bet-
ter resolution gives us an additional argument in sup-
port of gas accretion. The higher resolution Hi map
seen in Fig. 9 shows a warp-like structure developing
at both NW and SE sides of Haro 2, a morphology
which is reected even in CO (Fig. 9 bottom). This
indicates that the gas (atomic and molecular) has
not properly settled down yet.
Regarding the origin of this Hi, we explore the
hypothesis that Haro 2 has interacted with and cap-
tured an intergalactic Hi cloud. In the literature,
some have claimed examples where galaxies could
have interacted with intergalactic Hi clouds, or the
so called \dark" galaxies (Bouchard, Carignan, &
Staveley-Smith 2006; Minchin et al. 2005; Boyce
et al. 2001; Giovanelli & Haynes 1989). However, up
to now, further analysis has always revealed optical
counterparts to these seemingly isolated Hi clouds,
or has come up with circumstantial evidence for
the tidal origin of such clouds (Walter, Skillman, &
Brinks 2005; Oosterloo & van Gorkom 2005; Chen-
galur, Giovanelli, & Haynes 1995). The existence,
or rather lack thereof, of such dark clouds has been
neatly summarized by Briggs (2004). We therefore
expect that the probability of accretion of gas from
an intergalactic Hi cloud for Haro 2 is rather low.
It seems obvious, however, that Haro 2 has re-
cently (< 109 yr) accreted gas, which has triggered
the star formation activity observed in this galaxy.
Based on our observations in the NIR and our spec-
troscopy we may put some constraints on the possi-
ble origin of such events. First, using Starburst'99
models, we have found two possible solutions for the
duration of the burst: a very young burst of 106 yr,
and a longer-duration one, consistent with constant
star formation over a period of 108 yr. Now, consid-
ering the high metallicity and abundance of nitrogen
observed in Haro 2, it seems dicult to sustain the
instantaneous star formation scenario. In particu-
lar, the fact that the nitrogen has a secondary origin
rules out that it could be produced by the massive
stars (O and/or WN stars) evidenced by the spectra.
Another problem with the instantaneous burst
hypothesis is that we would need to see a compan-
ion close by, which is not observed. The absence of
asymmetries and the smoothness of the NIR proles
also seem in contradiction with a violent or recent
interaction event.
On the other hand, the second hypothesis of a
burst duration of several times 108 yr, or a sequence
of bursts over such period (Coziol et al. 1999; 2001)
has many advantages. First, this is consistent with
all the features observed in the spectra (including
the Balmer absorption lines), with the high metal-
licity (giving enough time for self-enrichment), and©
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the nitrogen production by intermediate mass stars.
Second, this also supports an interaction in the past
(>108 yr), which would explain the smoothness of
the stellar distribution and lack of asymmetry. Con-
sidering a longer time for the accretion of gas and
triggering of the burst also opens the possibility of a
y-by interaction with a gas-rich galaxy located now
farther away than would be expected in the instan-
taneous burst scenario.
In Paper I we described how the outer reaches of
the Hi envelope of Haro 2 are perturbed, displaying
features that could well be attributed to a y-by in-
teraction with a putative gas-rich companion galaxy
(see also Thuan, Hibbard, & L evrier 2004). The task
is then to identify this companion. Examining the
nearby environment of Haro 2, we proposed in Pa-
per I two candidates for such an event: a galaxy
lying 4.70 to the East (Huchtmeier, Sage, & Henkel
1995), at a projected distance of 27 kpc, and sub-
sequently identied as SDSS J103300.66+542607.9,
and a second one, identied as UGC 5676 (Pustilnik
et al. 2001), projected to the NE from Haro 2, at a
distance of 200 kpc. It turns out that the rst can-
didate has a measured redshift of z = 0:065, and can
be safely ruled out. The second galaxy, on the other
hand, has a recession velocity of 1412 km, very close
to that of Haro 2 (1443 km).
Considering the physical characteristics of
UGC 5676 in more detail, we rst note that it is
projected to the NE from Haro 2 at a distance of
200 kpc. This galaxy, with a Hubble type SBdm,
was detected in Hi by Haynes & Giovanelli (1991)
who reported an Hi mass of 3.7108 M, i.e., about
1.5 times more massive in Hi than Haro 2. This con-
rms that UGC 5676 is a gas-rich galaxy, as required
by our scenario. Furthermore, the optical image on
the DSS plate looks highly perturbed. In a y-by sce-
nario, therefore, it seems conceivable that UGC 5676
has donated a fraction of its gas to Haro 2 without
causing much distortion to its light distribution.
Assuming that star formation was initiated by
the interaction, some 3.8108 yr ago (see x 3.2),
the mean spatial velocity dierence between the two
galaxies would need to be, at least, 500 km/s. This
is quite a high velocity which would need to be even
higher if the true distance between UGC 5676 and
Haro 2 is larger than the projected separation. How-
ever, we should also consider that the gas expelled as
a result of the y-by would have needed quite some
time to settle into the gravitational potential of the
receiving galaxy, gravitate to the center, cool dynam-
ically, and become unstable to gravitational collapse,
eventually leading to the star formation witnessed in
Haro 2. This means that the time elapsed since clos-
est approach is underestimated by some unknown
amount. For example, assuming the time estimate
for closest approach is twice the age of the burst
we estimated, namely 7.6108 yr, the dierence in
velocity would come out to be a more comfortable
250 km s 1. A somewhat longer time between clos-
est approach and the onset of star formation also
goes a long way to explaining the smoothness of the
stellar distribution and for the gas to settle down
(albeit in a dierent plane than the stars).
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained NIR images in J and H and
medium-resolution optical spectroscopy to further
investigate the nature of the blue compact dwarf
Haro 2. In addition, we have built higher resolution
Hi maps from data previously obtained, and com-
pared them with the old stellar distribution, imaged
in the NIR. We summarize our results as follows:
(1) We conrm the early-type morphology (dE
or S0) of Haro 2. Applying independent methods of
analysis on our NIR images, very smooth NIR pro-
les and a low level of asymmetry are found, sim-
ilar to what is observed in unperturbed, early-type
galaxies. The smoothness of the older stellar distri-
bution argues against a recent, strong interaction or
merger.
(2) Our optical medium-resolution spectroscopy
conrms that recent star formation activity is
present in Haro 2, as indicated by the presence of
lines such as He II 4686, produced by short-lived
WR stars. We also note the presence of an impor-
tant intermediate age stellar population.
(3) From our spectroscopy, we nd the metallicity
of Haro 2 to be rather high for a BCD, and the ni-
trogen abundance to have a secondary origin, which
rules out the instantaneous star formation scenario.
Using the Starburst'99 model with a Salpeter IMF
and an upper mass limit of 100M, we found good
agreement for constant star formation (or a succes-
sion of bursts) over a period of 3.4108 yr.
(4) Rening our observations in Hi and compar-
ing the gas distribution with our NIR images, we nd
some evidence for a slight warp in the Hi and CO
distributions which corroborates our preferred sce-
nario of Haro 2 having undergone a major accretion
event.
(5) Assuming that star formation started several
times 108 years ago, we identied UGC 5676 at a
projected distance of  200 kpc as a possible candi-
date that might lie at the origin of the Hi gas and
of the star formation activity observed in Haro 2.©
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